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WHAT DIAMONDS CAN TELL US
ABOUT BIOLOGY
INTRODUCTION
Diamonds are so popular they almost do not need an introduction. But beyond the sparkle diamond have also less known and
to my opinion even more exciting properties. They are among
the hardest materials on earth and are commonly used as
abrasives as well as for drilling or cutting. Due to their unique
optical properties they are used in all kinds of instruments as
for example in infrared spectroscopy measuring cells or as optical elements. Due to their low electrical conductivity and high
thermal conductivity, a rare combination of properties, they are
also used in all kinds of electronic devices like transistors[1],
sensors[2] or other applications like catalysts[3]. Many of these
devices are outperformed by conventional devices (from other
materials) at room temperature. However, under harsh conditions like high pressure, high temperature or high power applications, the diamond devices can shine, whereas the competition often does not function at all under these conditions[4].
Here I would like to focus on yet another unique property of
diamond. The quantum information field first recognized that
diamonds can contain very stable defects and their magneto-optical properties[5]. Since they are extremely photo stable
and never bleach these defects in particles are investigated
as biolabels[6, 7, 8]. They change their optical properties based
on their magnetic surrounding. This means that the defects
can convert a magnetic resonance signal into an optical signal.
Since optical signals are much easier to detect (they are higher
in energy and thus can be measured by photon counting) this
technique reaches unprecedented sensitivity. In fact this method is so sensitive that the faint signal of a single electron[9] or
of a few nuclear spins[10, 11, 12] can be detected. And since optical signals can also be located very accurately this technique
achieves nanoscale resolution.
WHAT CAN BE MEASURED?
Being able to measure magnetic resonances accurately is extremely powerful. Since magnetic resonance signals are element specific (due to their gyromagnetic ratio), one can achieve
chemical information[13]. In principle the method is able to detect anything that is measurable in conventional magnetic resProf. Dr. Romana Schirhagl
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onance spectroscopy. This means anything that has a non-zero
spin. Until recently it was only possible to differentiate between
elements. A recent major breakthrough in the field has been
achieved which increases spectral resolution[14, 15]. This allows
also resolving chemical shifts (differences in the chemical environment of an atom).
Apart from magnetic resonances themselves this technology
opens up possibilities to detect several other properties. Fig. 1
shows an overview of the properties that can be measured,
some examples, and the sensitivities that are typically achieved
for these kinds of measurements.
Electric fields can be measured indirectly if they produce a
magnetic field[20]. Temperature causes a shift in the magnetic
resonance lines and is thus accessible, too[21]. If the magnetic
resonance signal is known one can measure a microwave signal[22]. A strain in the material or pressure also alter the signal
and thus is detectable[23].
Adding a coating, which contains a spin label and shrinks or
swells in presence or absence of a certain stimulus, adds further possibilities. Rendler et al. applied this concept to the detection of pH changes/changes in redox potential inside cells.[24]
Their sensing particles consisted of nanodiamonds which were
coated with a polymer containing gadolinium. The polymer was
designed to expand at low pH. As a result the gadolinium moves
further away from the diamond and the signal goes down.
DIAMOND STARTING MATERIALS
Diamonds exist in various different forms which are synthesized
by different routes and which have quite different properties.
The most important diamond materials are shown in Fig. 2.
Macroscopic pieces of bulk diamond can be produced by high
pressure, high temperature (HPHT) synthesis, or CVD growth.
HPHT diamonds are yellow and contain a substantial amount
of nitrogen impurities. These are usually not useful for magnetometry. CVD diamonds can be produced and are commercially
available in different quality/purity and with different crystal
orientations. Electronic grade diamonds are most common for
magnetometry. However, even higher quality material is also intensively researched. Material which contains as little 13C as
possible (instead of 1% natural abundance) is desired because
13
C has a non-zero spin and is thus picked up by magnetometry
causing lower sensitivities[25]. Diamond plates in 100 orientation are the cheapest since they are easiest to produce. This is
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Fig. 1: Overview of properties that can be measured including example images and the achieved sensitivity. Sensitivity values for each quantity are from [31].
(a) The most popular quantity that has been measured is magnetic field. The image shows a control by fluorescence microscopy (left) and a so called T1 map
of a cell section that is labelled with Gadolinium.[39] (b) shows cells which have ingested diamonds and gold particles. The gold particles are used to generate
heat locally. The diamonds are used to measure the temperature at a given location.[16] (c) shows the electric fields measured by a diamond defect from a
nearby electronic structure.[17] In (d) tracking of a diamond particles orientation is demonstrated[18] (e) shows a cantilever containing NV centers which was
deformed. On the left side of the image is the measured signal in relation to the deformation and thus the expected strain in the material[19].

the case due to preferred growth in specific crystal orientations.
However, other orientations are promising, too, since diamond
defects have a preferred orientation with respect to the crystal
in which they are most sensitive and it is even possible to produce defects in a preferred orientation[26, 27] (instead of statistical distribution over the 4 crystal orientations).
Detonation nanodiamonds are historically the oldest and most
common nanodiamond material. They received their name
since they are created in a controlled explosion of carbon rich
explosives. They are spherical and rather uniformly around
5 nm in size. If aggregation is not prevented they tend to form

larger aggregates of around 100 nm. However they are usually
not very clean, and apart from a few promising studies they
are generally not considered useful for magnetometry applications. Larger diamonds are created via HPHT synthesis. Grinding down HPHT diamond material leads to diamonds, which
are commercially available from sizes of 10 nm up to micron
size. They are quite irregular in size and shape and have a flake
like structure[28]. Grinding down high purity material[29] or cutting nanoparticles of a high quality material[30] leads to diamonds with highest coherence times and thus best sensitivity.
However, they are rather expensive to produce, and especially
the second have a very low yield.

Fig. 2: Different diamond materials. Reprinted with permission from [31] (a) Adamantane, the smallest diamondoid. (b) Transmission electron micrograph of
detonation nanodiamonds. (c) Scanning electron micrograph of diamond nanoparticles produced by mechanical grinding. (d) Millimeter-sized single-crystal
diamond grown by chemical vapor deposition.
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DIAMOND DEFECTS
Currently, there are over 700 color defects known in diamonds.
So far, for most applications the most useful defect is the socalled nitrogen vacancy center. It consists of one nitrogen replacing a carbon atom in the lattice and a vacancy (a missing
carbon) right next to it. Nitrogen vacancy centers appear naturally in diamonds, which contain nitrogen. But they can also
be specifically engineered. In high purity diamond the nitrogen
is brought in by implantation. When diamond is bombarded
with ions, carbon atoms are also hit out from the lattice leaving vacancies behind[32]. When the material is heated to about
800°C these vacancies become mobile. Since they are more
stable next to a nitrogen atom they are trapped there. The
resulting defect is perfectly photostable emitting a broad red
peak above 600 nm when excited with green light.
In large efforts to find superior color centers scientists have
started to implant almost the entire periodic table. The second most promising defects are silicon vacancy centers[33, 34].
These are of interest due to their relatively narrow emission
line. However, they are even less bright than NV centers and
only have promising magnetic properties at cryogenic temperatures. Recent interest has also been shown in germanium vacancy[35] and tin vacancy centers[36].
BASIC MEASURING SETUP
The basic diamond magnetometry setup is a confocal microscope with a few adaptations[37]. The optical setup can be divided in two parts, which are connected by glass fiber optics.
Here it is important to choose a fiber, which is suitable for the
laser wavelength in use (532nm). Fig. 3 shows a schematic
representation of the first part where the green laser beam is
generated. The setup consists of a Neodym YAG laser, which
emits green light at 532 nm. This wavelength is suitable for exciting the NV center. Since the required laser powers are relatively low we can use comparably cheap standard equipment
here. To tune laser intensities the beam is directed through a
manually adjustable filter wheel. If pulsing is desired, the laser
is directed through the path between (3) and (5) in Fig. 3. This
path consists of a beam splitter cube, which directs the beam
through an acoustooptical modulator, through a λ/4 plate and
is then reflected back through the same aperture, which allows

Fig. 3: First part of the optical setup: (1) laser, (2) filter wheel to tune laser
intensity, (3) beam splitter cube, (4) Acoustooptical modulator which allows
for laser pulsing, (5) λ/4 plate, (6) lenses increase beam size to ease fiber
coupling, (7) coupling into a fiber.
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fast and precise laser pulsing. Finally, the beam is coupled into
a fiber and directed to the second part of the setup, which is
shown in Fig. 4. There the laser is directed through a dichroic
mirror (3), which divides the incoming laser light from the red
fluorescence, which is emitted from the NV centers.
This is necessary to allow sensitive detection and avoid background signals from the incoming laser on the detector. The
next element in the path is a scanning mirror (4) which allows
addressing different parts of the sample. Different heights can
be scanned by moving an objective with a piezo-stage. Here
also other stages can be used but piezo stages show the desirable accuracy.

Fig. 4: Second part of the optical setup: (1) fiber port, (2) lenses to change
beam size (3) dichroic mirror to direct only the NV fluorescence to the detector, (4) scanning mirror allows to move the laser to different locations on the
sample, (5) lenses (6) objective that allows for focus scanning, (7) homemade microfabricated microwave stripline with sample on top (8) 3D stage
for positioning a small permanent magnet close to the sample.

The sample, containing the diamonds, is located on top of a
micro-fabricated (standard lift off lithography) microwave stripline. The stripline allows for microwave sweeping in order to
find magnetic resonance line and perform pulse sequences.
Instead of microfabricated striplines also more simple antennas are in use. These are made of a coiled or bent wire. However, generally better microwave transmission is achieved with
striplines. Furthermore, microfabrication allows for more flexibility in the design. After excitation the defect emits red shifted
fluorescence, which is directed back the same path until the
dichroic mirror. There it is separated from reflected green light
and enters the detection path (3)-(10). After passing a pinhole
the light is detected by an avalanche photo-diode with single
photon sensitivity. This is the most sensitive detector, which is
currently available for this kind of detection. To reduce counts
from reflected light the detection path is contained within a
dark box (which for simplicity is not shown in the drawing.)
The basic principle (see Fig. 5) of a measurement is explained
in the following. After excitation with a green laser the NVcenter emits red photons. If the NV-center is in the ms = ±1
substates of the triplet there is in addition to fluorescence an
alternative nonradiative path to the ground state over a dark
singlet state. As a result less red photons are emitted and a
decreased fluorescence is observed. If microwave radiation is
applied at the resonance frequency that equals the energy difference between the triplet sublevels (2.88 GHz at zero field)
the ms = 0 spin state can flip into the ms = ±1 state. This effect
can be observed as a drop in fluorescence. In presence of a
magnetic field the ms = ±1 states are no longer equal in energy
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resulting in two resonance lines. Their distance is proportional
to the field, which thus can be determined. In practice there
are several options of how the diamond sensor can be implemented. These are described in more detail in the next section.

Fig. 5: Optomagnetical properties of the NV-center: (a) To form an NV center
one carbon atom is replaced by a nitrogen next to a vacancy in the diamond
lattice. (from [31]) (b) Simplified energy level diagram that explains the magnetic field dependence of the fluorescence. A detailed description can be
found in box 1. (c) Optically detected resonance of an NV-center at different
fields. At zero external field (B = 0), the +1 and the -1 state have the same
energy. In the presence of an external magnetic field the energies of the
two states differ resulting in two peaks (shown in (c) from [69]). While here
the field comes from an external magnet in our experiments the field comes
from free radicals close to the diamond defect.

BOX 1
Electronic structure of the NV- centers
The NV-center consists of an N-atom next to a C-vacancy in
diamond. A comprehensive review on the electronic structure can be found in [1]. Here we present a short summary.
The fluorescent form of the NV-center used for sensoring
applications is the anion NV-. We can build a model for the
electronic structure in the following steps: First, a carbon
atom is removed from the diamond lattice, leaving a vacancy with four singly filled sp3 orbitals of the neighboring carbon atoms pointing to the empty carbon site. Next, one of
these carbon atoms is replaced by a nitrogen atom. By this,
the singly filled sp3 orbital at this site is replaced by the lone
pair of nitrogen, and the symmetry is lowered to C3v. Due to
the larger electronegativity of nitrogen, the nitrogen lone
pair orbital has the lowest energy of these four orbitals. The
three other sp3-orbitals form three molecular orbitals with
symmetry species a1 and e, respectively. In the NV- anion,
these are filled with 4 electrons. The a1 orbital is lower in
energy than the pair of e-orbitals, hence the occupation

Figure A: electronic structure of the NV-anion center in diamond.
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scheme with lowest energy is the open shell configuration
a12 e2, leading to the electronic states 3A2, 1A1, and 1E. Following Hund’s rule, the 3A2 state is the ground state. Exciting one electron from the a1 orbital to the e-orbitals yields
the configuration a11 e3 leading to the electronic states 3E
and 1E.
Figure A shows a sketch of the energy diagram. On the left
side, the two lowest configurations a12 e2 and a11 e3 are represented by their orbital occupation scheme. The electrons
are shown here as dots and not in the usual way as arrows
in order to indicate that each configuration consists of the
complete set of wavefunctions that can be made with these
occupations and all spin combinations allowed by the Pauli
principle. Forming the eigenfunctions of energy and spin
within each configuration leads to the states {3A2, 1A1, 1E}
and states {3E, 1E}, respectively. For the spectroscopic properties we restrict our discussion to the two lowest triplet
and singlet states. The right side of figure A shows the energies of these two triplet states on an expanded scale, indicating the zero-field splitting of the triplet sublevels due to
spin-spin interactions. Due to the C3v symmetry the pair of
ms =  1 states is degenerate in the absence of a magnetic
field.
Symmetry- and spin-selection rules allow optical transitions only between the sublevels of the same ms quantum
number of the two triplet states. These transitions, that occur in absorption and emission, are indicated by the red
arrows. On the other hand, transitions from the ground
state to the singlet state are spin-forbidden, i.e., this state
is metastable. This situation is quite opposite to the situation in “normal” organic compounds: There the ground
state has singlet spin, optical excitations occur to higher
singlet states, and the lowest triplet is a metastable state.
The selection rules of spin-orbit coupling allow a nonradiative transition from 3E(ms =  1) to 1A1(ms = 0), and from
1
A1(ms = 0) to the ms = 0 level of the 3A2 ground state. However, spin-orbit coupling between 3E(ms = 0) and 1A1(ms = 0)
is weak. These transitions are shown by the green arrows
in figure A. All population in the 3A2(ms = 0) that is excited
to 3E(ms = 0) returns quickly to the ground state by fluorescence, whereas some fraction of the excited population of
3
A2(ms =  1) decays to the metastable singlet state and
is trapped there for some time. As a consequence, the ms
=  1 states have an apparently lower efficiency for fluorescence excitation than the ms = 0 states. Excitation of the
resonance between the triplet sublevels by microwave radiation in the 2.9 GHz range leads to population transfer between these levels and hence to a change of fluorescence
intensity. Since single photons of fluorescence can be detected with high sensitivity, any change in the population
or energy spacing of the triplet sublevels can be detected.
Examples are magnetic fields produced by species containing electron spins like gadolinium ions, or even nuclear spins. They reduce the C3v symmetry of the NV center,
leading to a splitting of the ms =  1 levels, and hence to
a splitting of the microwave resonance. A temperature or
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pressure change also influences the zero-field splitting and
can be detected. Whereas detection in the frequency domain (i.e. by scanning the microwave frequency) is most
straightforward, more sensitive methods use time domain
techniques (like the free induction decay of magnetic resonance) that yield also information about relaxation times.
[1] Doherty, M. W., et al. (2013). “The nitrogen-vacancy
colour centre in diamond.” Phys. Rep. 528, 1-45.

MEASURING MODES
Depending on the application there are different ways of
performing magnetometry. Fig. 6 gives an overview over the
complementary techniques that are currently in use. The first
choice is whether to use nanodiamonds or bulk. Bulk material
with defects on the surface usually has superior defect properties and thus is ideal for the most demanding applications.
These applications require nuclear spin detection and thus
the highest possible sensitivities. Nanodiamonds on the other
hand are much cheaper. Also, cleaning a bulk diamond after an
experiment can be challenging. Especially some spin labels can
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be surprisingly hard to remove. Bulk diamond measurements
are also limited to the surface of the diamond since the defects
sense very locally (within some tens of nm). For measurements
inside living cells or inside a bulk material for instance, nanodiamonds are the only option. If the choice is bulk diamond there
are again several options. The simplest is to measure a sample
which is on top of the surface. This is shown in Fig. 6 (c). The
approach has been used for the most demanding applications
which have been demonstrated so far. However, this approach
has the disadvantage that one can only measure one sample
at one position, and then the diamond has to be cleaned to
recover the surface. A step further is the implementation of microfluidic channels in such a bulk diamond as shown in Fig. 6
(d). This approach allows flowing liquid samples over the surface. This has been utilized by Steinert et al. for detection of
gadolinium, which is a common contrast agent for magnetic
resonance imaging[39]. Fig. 6 (a) shows the most complex approach. Here the diamond is the tip of a scanning probe. This
means that a scanning probe instrument is needed in addition
to the optical equipment. In Fig. 6 (b) nanodiamonds are used
instead which can for example be inserted into cells.
In addition to these different measuring modes, pulsing sequences are an extremely powerful tool to increase sensitiv-

Fig. 6: Overview of different options for magnetometry: (a) Scanning magnetometer: the sample is scanned with a diamond cantilever, which contains the
defect. Reprinted with permission from [38], (b) Free floating nanodiamonds are used for sensing. (for example in cells) (c) The sample is placed on the surface
of a bulk diamond. Reprinted with permission from [11] (d) Microfluidic channels in diamond: similar to (c) but channels are etched into the material to contain
the liquid sample. Reprinted with permission from [39].
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ity and specificity. These can be combined with the measuring
modes described here. In principle these are equivalent to the
pulsing sequences that are in use in conventional magnetic resonance spectroscopy. There for instance 1H NMR is sensitive to
1
H while 13C NMR detects 13C. These are not discussed in detail
here. For further information we would like to refer to[46, 31].
BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS
Here I will shortly introduce a selection of biological applications, which are of most interest to the field, and discuss the
progress that has already been made.
Structural biology: Probably the most demanding application
that has been proposed for diamond magnetometry is to use it
to determine protein structures[40]. The idea is to determine the
position of hydrogen atoms via their nuclear spin. This is very
attractive for several reasons. The most common technique for
structural biology, x-ray crystallography, requires the protein to
crystalize. However, many proteins (especially membrane proteins) do not crystalize despite enormous efforts. Alternative
techniques, which circumvent crystallization, are conventional
magnetic resonance spectroscopy as well as transmission
electron microscopy. However, all of these techniques require
at least thousands of identical proteins to reveal a protein structure. Diamond magnetometry works on a single protein. Since
neither synthesis in high purity nor crystallization is required,
a lot more proteins would be accessible. Apart from making
structure determination a lot easier, this approach would also
allow to determine heterogeneity. Such heterogeneity is lost
during averaging in all the state of the art methods mentioned
above. While this ambitious goal has not been achieved yet,
several milestones have already been reached.
Shi et al. have demonstrated magnetic resonance measurements from single proteins already[41]. However, they did not
use the hydrogen signal but instead attached a spin label to the
protein, which produces a much stronger signal than protons.
In their pioneering study the authors detected MAD2 (mitotic
arrest deficient-2) proteins (a protein which controls parts of the
cell cycle) labeled with nitroxide spin labels. The sample was
embedded in a polylysine layer placed on the diamond surface.
The authors were able to detect the orientation of the spin label
with respect to the diamond and thus the motion of the protein.
Another achievement is the detection of ferritin with diamond
magnetometry[42, 43]. There the iron core of the protein was
measured instead of the proton signal. Although this is much
less demanding than measuring proton signals, achieving this
intermediate step is still a major milestone in the field.
Monitoring ion channel activity: Besides protein structures,
which might be accessible for diamond magnetometry, there
is also protein activity, which can be of interest. Particularly
interesting are ion channels in the membrane of cells. They
are enormously important, as they are a link between cells
and their environment. They control transport through the cell
membrane, react to stimuli, and much more. They are also the
target of numerous drugs and thus of great interest for pharmacy. For diamond magnetometry they are also interesting
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for several pragmatic reasons. Influx of ions creates a current,
which can be detected. Additionally, they are located on the
surface of cells. Thus they are accessible from the outside.
This has the advantage, that one can probe them from the surface with high quality bulk diamonds or even scanning probes
and does not need to enter the cells. Although this has not yet
been demonstrated, Hall et al. provide promising simulations,
which predict that it should be possible to detect single ion
channels[44].
Measuring in cells: Another ambitious goal of the diamond
magnetometry community that is strongly driven by my own research group is intracellular sensing. Here especially free radicals are of interest since they are omnipresent whenever cells
are under stress[45]. This is for example the case in all kinds
of diseases including cancer, cardiovascular diseases or bacterial infections. But free radicals are also generated during the
natural metabolism, apoptosis (=cell death) or the aging process. Apart from being relevant, free radicals are also interesting from a practical point of view. Radicals are free electron
spins and thus have about a factor of 1000 higher magnetic
moments than nuclear spins. Thus this application is technically less demanding than proton detection. Another idea is to
measure metabolic activity by measuring temperature changes. Finally, also the diamond movement can give information
about the state of the cell. Here it is particularly interesting that
diamond defects have a distinct orientation, which can be determined. Thus, one has also access to the rotation of particles.
In order to be able to measure intracellular processes there are
several hurdles that have to be overcome. In order to be able
to measure signals from the cells interior, diamond particles
need to enter the cell. How difficult this is depends strongly on
the cell type. There are several cell types which readily take
up diamond particles. Among those are for instance macrophages who’s biological function is to eliminate particles[37].
But also several other cell types ingest nanodiamonds spontaneously[46, 47, 48]. This usually goes via endocytosis, and it has
been shown that sharp diamond particles eventually escape
the endosomes[49]. However, there are also several cells which
do not ingest particles. To enter these cells my team and others have come up with several approaches. One option is to
coat the diamond particles with positively charged peptides[50].
This works because diamonds are usually oxygen terminated
which renders their surface electronegative. The cell surface is
also electronegative due to negatively charged proteins in the
membrane. A positively charged coating helps to overcome the
electrostatic repulsion. Polymeric[51] or silica based[52] coatings
have also been utilized successfully to promote uptake, but
also to prevent aggregation.
Another strategy was used by Zhang et al. who attached folic
acid to their particles to trigger uptake into HeLa cells via an
endogenous receptor[53]. With this approach also some targeting effect is achieved as cancer cells have an increased uptake
of folic acid.
A more radical approach, which has also proven to be effective even for cells with a rigid cell wall, is to permeabilise the
cell wall temporarily[54]. This can be achieved by chemical ap-
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proaches or by electroporation. Despite the invasiveness, the
broad use of these techniques in gene transfection indicates
that there are still viable cells left after the protocol and that
cells can recover from this process. An even more invasive
method is to inject diamond particles into the cells with a microneedle. The main limitation of this approach is that punching a needle through the cell membrane is not only very invasive, but is also limited to fairly large cells as, for instance,
oocytes (egg cells)[55].
Another concern is whether diamond particles are toxic to the
cells or influence the cell biology. Both of these cases would be
bad news for intracellular sensing applications. Thus toxicity of
diamond particles for all kinds of cell types and organisms has
been excessively studied. Summarizing, no toxicity to any cells
has ever been found. There are also a number of studies which
investigate more subtle, non fatal influences of diamonds on
the cell biology[56 - 60]. Also here diamonds have proven to be
extraordinarily biocompatible.
Finally, it is also important that the diamond sensors retain their
excellent magneto-optical properties. Given that in cells usually
nanodiamonds are used, the nanoscale environment plays a
crucial role in the sensing process. Generally, the best diamond
defects in nanodiamonds are still about 2 orders of magnitude
less sensitive than their counterparts in bulk diamonds. However, improving this fact is researched extensively. Even with
sub-ideal diamond particles several impressive achievements
in intracellular sensing have been made already. Particularly in
the field of temperature sensing, which can work with somewhat
larger nanodiamonds. When measuring a temperature, the distance between the sample and the defect is less critical since
diamond conducts heat excellently and the distances are in the
order of nm. Kucsko et al. achieved an impressive sensitivity
to temperature and could detect changes of 1.8 mK within a
cell[16]. However, it has to be noted that so far only temperature
changes that were induced externally by a laser and no metabolic changes were sensed. But the proof of principle results are
promising, and I am optimistic that there will be first measurements of metabolic activity soon. The biggest challenge for this
field will probably be to proof that the observed effect is indeed
due to a metabolic activity and not temperature fluctuations in
the room or heating by the laser or microwave.
Following the movement of diamonds has already been successfully used to answer biological questions. Simpson et al.

Fig. 7: Answering biological questions by tracking nanodiamond movement
in cells: (a) shows nanodiamonds in a fruit fly (drosophila melanogaster) embryo. The diamonds were used to follow movements of cells during embryo
development. (b) Nanodiamonds inside vesicles move up and down nerve
cells. This vesicle movement, which can be divided based on its direction is
further analyzed in (c) Reprinted with permission from [61, 62]
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for instance were able to observe embryonal developments
using nanodiamonds[61]. They followed the movement of diamonds inside the developing fruit fly embryo and could conclude movements of cells due to the development.
Haziza et al. analysed the movement of vesicles inside nerve
cells[62]. They were able to follow the transport by having nanodiamonds inside these vesicles. The advantage of nanodiamonds for their study was that they do not bleach and thus
enabled long-term tracking. They were able to detect abnormalities in the vesicle transport, which they could relate to genetic risk factors for brain-diseases.
Measuring action potentials from neurons: The human brain
and its enormous complexity are deeply fascinating to many
scientists. The diamond magnetometry community is not an
exception. Several groups in the field aim to measure action
potentials in neurons and eventually in the brain. These action potentials are charges which travel along a neuron when
it is stimulated. For this application diamond magnetometry is
particularly attractive since it is non-invasive and no electrical
contacts are needed. Technically measuring an action potential is equivalent to measuring an electrical field (or the magnetic field caused by it). Hall et al. predicted that it should be
possible to measure action potentials from single neurons with
diamond magnetometry[63]. They also performed experiments
with a nanowire in which they simulated action potentials.
Barry et al. finally demonstrated this on single neurons from marine worm and squid[64]. The authors were even able to measure
action potentials from the outside of optically opaque marine
worms for extended periods. They did not observe any adverse
effects on the animals. In their ground-breaking article they
achieved single neuron sensitivity. Another simulation even predicts imaging of brain slices[65]. However, we still await a practical realization.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Summarizing, diamond magnetometry is an extremely powerful and potentially useful tool. However, several obstacles still
have to be overcome to reveal its full potential. Since diamond
defects for sensing are close to the surface their nanoscale environment plays a critical role. If for instance dangling bonds
are close by the defect performance is strongly deteriorated[66].
As a result the amazing performance is only achieved by very
few defects. Thus hunting for defects that are good enough can
be a tedious process. This is especially critical for single defects
in combination with highly demanding applications. Ensemble
based sensing averages out these differences in defect quality
and thus is way more reproducible. However, the overall defect
quality is also worse for ensembles[67, 68]. Better control over the
surface chemistry and thus the nanoscale environment would
certainly benefit this field and is researched excessively[69]. Producing a “good” (biological) sample, for example a membrane
with ion channels that are functioning, can be very tricky, too
(especially in physics labs, which are typically not equipped for
handling biological samples and keeping them alive). Thus it
often takes many years until an interesting proposal or theoreti-
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cal simulation is practically realized. Another issue, which limits
the use of diamond magnetometry, is the reach of the sensors.
This is a plus for spatial resolution since the sensor only feels
the signal if the sample is within a few nanometers or a few tens
of nanometers maximum. However, the requirement to be very
close to the diamond defect also limits the applicability. A way
around this issue has been proposed by the Budker group who
placed a diamond defect at the end of a fiber needle, which can
be inserted into a sample[70]. The hope is to use this device for
medical applications eventually. Another hurdle, which I am expecting to be solved within the next few years, is that the equipment is so far still homebuilt. However, commercial and userfriendly instruments are already developed. While availability
of diamond was still a major issue a few years ago this issue
has already improved tremendously. Several suppliers provide
all kinds of diamond bulk or nanodiamonds. I am expecting
that also higher quality diamond material will become available
commercially in the future.
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